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DESIGN for all shops >>> 

AUTHORIZED DEALER

YOUR CASH IS SAFE

COIN RECYCLING

accepted 
denominations

return speed

capacity

BANKNOTE RECYCLING

bulk loading system

operator interface

connections

power supply

case

dimensions (mm)

weight (kg)

acceptance

from € 0,01 to € 2,00

up to 12 coins/sec.

up to 1500 coins of mixed denomination

2L

acceptance
accepted 
denominations

return speed

capacity

cashbox

SPECIFICATIONS:

note by note

 from € 5.00 to € 500.00

up to 15 banknotes 

up to 180 banknotes

up to 600 banknotes

up to 250 banknote*

7" touch screen capacitive

USB IF17 ethernet - USB - RS232

240 Vac 3A 230V - 2,2A 

steel case / color: white and black

H:715x D:370 x W:415H537.5 x D462 x W348 

65

6-10 sec/bankonotes

fiscal printer integrated

fixing plate integrated

up to 70 banknotes

up to 500 banknotes

38

customizable 
front panel 

protection against cash theft

ideal for enviroments where 
more hygiene and cleanliness are required

fast and reliable money 
check in real time

designed for easy 
integration into any point sale

efficient solution 
to avoid the risk of errors and shrinkages

integrated fiscal and
non fiscal printer*

high validation speed of coins 
and banknotes

*optional

high acceptance speed in bulk “ smart coin system”

compartment for 
coins collection

Ditron’s products are environmentally friendly

UPS for closing transaction

SafeMoney is the cash payment solution that automates all cash management processes, returns always the right 
change and simplifies handling, is the ideal solution for stores need to perform cash management processes with 
accuracy, efficiency, securely and without errors.

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS

(min. 4 Pz.)



easy to clean

easy access to key parts
for maintenance

coins return 
compartment

quick bulk return of
banknotes up to 15

of mixed denomination

SMART COIN SYSTEM
bulk acceptance 

of coins

fixing system 
to counter

7" touchscreen

extractable armored 
compartment 

steel case

integrated 
web server

UPS included
for closing transaction

SMART COIN SYSTEM
bulk acceptance 

of coins

easy to clean

easy access to key 

steel case

coins return 
compartment

fixing system 

integrated printer*

High operational speed thanks
to bulk acceptance of coins
programmable cash levels 
easy and secure connection
XPOS interface available
ideal to improve hygene in location 
   where cash and food are handled 
ideal in location with medium flow of people

High operational speed thanks to 
bulk acceptance of coins quick bulk return of banknotes up 
to 15 of mixed denomination
web server
automatic mailing service
programmable capacity levels according with 
shop owner needs
Simply and safe thirdy party sw interface
Connection to SXPOS sw application
ideal or shops with medium turnout

- state indication
- payment management
- mainenance messages
- advertising

SafeMoney automates cash handling at the payment positions minimising the risks of coun-
ting errors and shrinkage and benefiting store profits. Staff productivity and customer service 
are also enhanced by reducing cashier fault. Losses arising from internal theft, errors in calcu-
lating the change, introductions of fake coins and notes are avoided, as well as  the chances 
of theft or robbery are reduced.
SafeMoney increases the image of a business where cash and food are handled, in such loca-
tions the hygiene level is improved avoiding operator handling money.
SafeMoney is easily integrated into any front-end application

SafeMoney Compact takes up very little space. It's very compact 
and fits in any type of shop. It allows all the employees to easily 
take the customers' payments.

SafeMoney Advance is faster solution, returns banknotes in 
bulk and reduces day-open, shift change and day-close opera-
tions


